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Simplified Polarization Estimation Using Co-Located Antennas
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Abstract—Estimating polarization information using vector antennas is of great signiﬁcance in signal
processing. However, the antenna patterns are normally assumed ideal without considering practical
factors, such as cross polarization. Moreover, pattern calibration is required in data processing.
In this work, we ﬁrst illustrate the polarization estimation method, taking into account the cross
polarization of antennas. To simplify the estimation, we introduce a practical co-located antenna pair
comprising a sleeve monopole and a windmill loop, which share mostly identical radiation patterns
but orthogonal polarizations. The cross polarizations of both antennas are below −20 dB. Besides,
the phase and amplitude patterns of both antennas are almost omnidirectional in the azimuth plane,
avoiding complicated calibrations. Attributed to orthogonal polarizations, good isolation is achieved,
and the envelope correlation coeﬃcient is below 0.01. With the proposed antenna, the axial ratio
and phase diﬀerence of the incoming wave are reasonably estimated without pattern calibration and
compensation. The co-located antenna pair was fabricated, using which the polarization information of
a commercial WLAN antenna has been measured.

1. INTRODUCTION
Direction ﬁnding and polarization estimation have received great attention in both military and civil
applications, such as radar [1] and terminal localization [2]. To obtain the direction of arrival (DOA),
spatially distributed antenna arrays are normally used, which occupy a large area [3, 4]. By contrast,
employing vector antennas consisting of electric and magnetic dipoles can reduce the volume of the
system, and meanwhile enable the capability of polarization estimation.
Estimating DOA and polarization using vector sensors originates from signal processing, where
isotropic radiation patterns are normally assumed for the dipole and loop antennas. However, the actual
patterns deviate a lot from being isotropic, and the deviation has great eﬀect on the estimation accuracy.
Thus, pattern compensations should be performed in signal processing. In [5], pattern compensation is
carried out using the analytical formula of the patterns for inﬁnitely small dipoles and loops [6], which
is not practical for real antennas, either.
In the literature [7–11], the methods to obtain polarization information have been investigated and
compared, using the combinations of dipoles or loops. Still electrically small antennas are assumed,
which have small input impedance and form ineﬃcient radiators. An input resistance of less than
0.001 ohms has been observed for the small loop in [12]. When the small loop is modiﬁed for better
impedance matching, its radiation pattern deviates from the typical omnidirectional pattern, and the
cross polarization increases [13]. To avoid using electrically small antennas, [14] and [15] develop
algorithms to estimate the polarization information with electrically large dipoles and loops, respectively.
Till now, polarization estimation is mainly studied in the ﬁeld of signal processing, and few study has
been carried out on building real antennas and measuring the polarization in practice. Loop antenna
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and vertical dipole arrays in a centered conducting cylinder are designed for polarization estimation
in [16], but the estimation accuracy is quite limited. In [17], a reconﬁgurable grounded vector antenna
has been proposed. Omnidirectional patterns are obtained in the simulation with ideal inﬁnite ground
plane, whereas the undesirable ripples appear for ﬁnite ground plane in practice. [18] provides a pair
of electric dipole and loop antennas for polarization diversity without considering the phase pattern.
Furthermore, the 3D structure of the loop is diﬃcult to fabricate, and the balun for the dipole distorts
the radiation pattern slightly.
2. METHOD OF ESTIMATION
As denoted in Fig. 1, the electric ﬁeld of an incoming signal is described by Eθ and Eϕ components as:


(1)
E = Eθ aθ + Eϕ aϕ = E sin γejη aθ + cos γaϕ ,
where η is the phase diﬀerence between Eθ and Eϕ component, and tan γ is the amplitude ratio. η and
γ are in the range of −π ≤ η < π and 0 ≤ γ ≤ π/2, respectively. Ideally, the small dipole and loop
antennas receive only Eθ and Eϕ components, respectively, so that the signals received by the co-located
antenna pair can be expressed as

  

GD,θ (θ, ϕ) sin γejη
yD (t)
E · S0 (t).
=
(2)
y(t) =

yL (t)
GL,ϕ (θ, ϕ) cos γ
In Eq. (2), yD (t) and yL (t) are the signals received by the dipole and loop antennas, respectively.
GD,θ (θ, ϕ) and GL,ϕ (θ, ϕ) are θ- and ϕ-polarized gains of the dipole and loop antennas, which vary with
the incident angles θ and ϕ. S0 (t) is a narrowband phase factor, which can be expressed as
S0 (t) = ej(ω0 t+ψ(t)) ,

(3)

where ω0 and ψ(t) are the carrier frequency and modulating phase, respectively, for a binary phase-shift
keyed (BPSK) signal. The variation of the phase factor does not aﬀect the polarization of the incoming
wave, as the phase diﬀerence between Eθ and Eϕ components remains the same. Thus, we disregard
the term of S0 (t) in the following derivation and assume that the incoming wave is not changing during
the estimation.
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Figure 1. A co-located antenna pair with a dipole and a loop antenna.
For practical antennas, due to cross polarization, both the dipole and loop receive Eθ and Eϕ
components at the same time. Accordingly, without considering the noise, the actual signals received
at the dipole and the loop are:

 

GD,θ (θ, ϕ) sin γejη + GD,ϕ (θ, ϕ) cos γ
E.
(4)
y= 

GL,ϕ (θ, ϕ) cos γ + GL,θ (θ, ϕ) sin γejη
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Thus, to obtain the polarization information without prior information of DOA, the co- and crosspolarized gains for both antennas are required to be angle independent. In view of this, we aim at
obtaining omnidirectional patterns for both antennas on the horizontal plane, i.e., the gains are ϕ
independent. In this way, the polarization estimation can be carried out on the horizontal plane,
with simple calibration performed at only one random angle. Though perfect omnidirectional patterns,
including the amplitude and the phase, are not realistic for practical antennas, variations can be reduced
so that the estimation accuracy is ensured.
We take an example on the θ = 90◦ plane. The calibration is conducted using two linearly polarized
plane waves with γ = 90, η = 0, and γ = 0, respectively. The calibrated signals are:
yD,γ=90 =

GD,θ (90◦ , ϕ)E;

yL,γ=90 =

GL,θ (90◦ , ϕ)E;

yD,γ=0 =

GD,ϕ (90◦ , ϕ)E;

yL,γ=0 =

GL,ϕ (90◦ , ϕ)E;

(5)

The calibration above takes into account the cross polarization and meanwhile expels the gain imbalance
between the dipole and loop, since the absolute gains of the dipole and loop could be diﬀerent. As the
gains are ϕ independent, after the calibration, the signals received by the dipole and loop antennas are
represented as:
 


yD,γ=90 sin γejη + yD,γ=0 cos γ
yD
=
.
(6)
y(t) =
yL
yL,γ=0 cos γ + yL,γ=90 sin γejη
It is derived from Eq. (6) that
tan γejη =

yD,γ=0 yL − yL,γ=0 yD
.
yL,γ=90 yD − yD,γ=90 yL

(7)

As all the received signals are complex, the polarization constants γ and η can be retrieved from the
amplitude and phase information. Other than the plane of θ = 90◦ , the method can also be utilized
when the incident signal is from other horizontal planes, as long as the complex gain ratio between the
dipole and loop does not vary with θ.
Assuming that a noise vector, which follows zero-mean circularly-symmetric complex Gaussian
distribution and has a covariance matrix of σ 2 I, is present at each antenna, the output vector of the
co-located pair is then given by:
 
 


yD,γ=90 sin γejη + yD,γ=0 cos γ
nD
yD
=
+
.
(8)
y=
yL
nL
yL,γ=0 cos γ + yL,γ=90 sin γejη
Here the estimation error induced by the noise can be reduced by averaging the received signals.
From antenna design perspective, the main challenge is to maintain the omnidirectional patterns for both
the amplitude and the phase when the loop is electrically large, and the two antennas are co-located.
3. ANTENNA DESIGN AND SIMULATIONS
3.1. Antenna Structures and Simulations
The geometries of the co-located antenna pair are presented in Fig. 2. The antenna system consists of a
sleeve monopole and a windmill-shaped loop. Compared with the loop in [7], which has four layers and
is not easy to fabricate, the loop used in this work only has two conducting layers. The loop antenna
is printed on a Rogers RO4003C substrate with a permittivity of 3.48 and thickness of 0.764 mm. On
each layer, the circular loop is broken into four curved sections, with each section connected with a
radial arm, which shares a common point at the center. The turning directions of the curved sections
are opposite on the top and bottom layers. In this way, the currents along the radial arms are opposite
on the top and bottom layers, contributing little to the radiated far ﬁeld. On the contrary, the currents
along the circumferential direction form a uniform distribution along the loop. The radius of the loop
mainly aﬀects its resonant frequency, whereas the overlap area of the radial arms between the top and
bottom layers determines the impedance matching and alters the radiation pattern slightly.
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Figure 2. (a) 3D view of the proposed antenna system; (b) The conﬁguration of the sleeve monopole; (c)
The conﬁguration of the windmill loop. The dimensions are: Ld = 40 mm, h = 9.2 mm, Rout = 17.7 mm,
Rin = 14.8 mm, α = 45◦ , w = 1 mm, d = 3 mm.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. The eﬀect of mutual distance on (a) mutual coupling; (b) phase patterns of the sleeve
monopole at 2.4 GHz at a distance of 3 m from the antennas.
The distance between the feedings of the loop and the dipole antenna is a key design factor for
polarization estimation. Its eﬀect on mutual coupling and pattern deformation is investigated, using
the conﬁgurations shown in the inset of Fig. 3(a). When the mutual distance becomes large, the mutual
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coupling decreases. However, larger mutual distance will deform the phase pattern of the monopole
antenna more, as shown in Fig. 3(b), which provides the phase patterns of the sleeve monopole on the
θ = 90◦ plane, measured at a distance of 3 m from the antennas at 2.4 GHz. The variations of the
phases result in inaccuracy during the phase estimation. As the mutual coupling between the antennas
is always quite low, smaller mutual distance is preferred for improving the estimation accuracy. In
addition, practical factors, such as the accommodation of the SMA connectors, need to be taken into
account. As a result, a mutual distance of d = 3 mm is determined, which is the smallest possible
mutual distance considering physical implementation. It should be noted that the phase pattern of the
loop antenna is always very omnidirectional regardless of the variations of the mutual distance.
To reduce the overall dimension and avoid using balun, a sleeve monopole, instead of dipole antenna,
along z-direction is used to receive Eθ component. The sleeve with a height of h is added around the
monopole and connected to the coat of the coaxial line directly. The small distance between the
monopole and the loop can be regarded as being co-located.
Full wave simulations and optimizations were carried out in the time domain using CST Microwave
Studio. The S-parameters of the loop and sleeve monopole are shown in Fig. 4, which are well matched
over the 2.4 GHz band. The port isolation is above 30 dB. As the antennas are of orthogonal polarization,
the envelope correlation coeﬃcient (ECC) [19] between the antennas, which is calculated from far ﬁeld
patterns, is around 0.002 at 2.4 GHz. The gain patterns of the monopole and loop antennas on the
xoy plane are plotted in Fig. 5. It is observed that the cross polarization level is below −30 dB and

Figure 4. The simulated S-parameters of the sleeve monopole (port 1) and the windmill loop (port 2).

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. The gain patterns of the antennas for (a) the sleeve monopole antenna and (b) the loop
antenna.
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−20 dB, respectively, for the monopole and loop antennas. The co-polarized patterns of both antennas
and the cross polarized pattern of the loop antenna are omnidirectional. The cross polarized pattern of
the monopole antenna is a bit directional, but with very small absolute values.
Due to the low cross polarization, the uniform radiation of the co-polarization is of greater
importance. Thus, we show the ratio of the co-polarized E-ﬁeld patterns between the monopole and the
loop, i.e., Eθ,dipole /Eϕ,loop , in Fig. 6(a). The ratios are depicted for the azimuth planes with diﬀerent
elevation angles θ. It is seen that the ratios are almost uniform at the θ = 90◦ plane, that is, the ratio
is ϕ independent. As θ decreases, the ratio pattern is tilted a bit, though the variation is very slight.
The relative phases in radians between the sleeve monopole and the windmill loop are given in Fig. 6(b)
for diﬀerent horizontal planes, which exhibit even more stable performance than the ratios. Hence, the
estimation could be conducted at diﬀerent elevation planes, but with the accuracy dropping for smaller
θ due to the variation of the ratios. In this paper, we focus on the estimation on the θ = 90◦ plane.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6. (a) The amplitude ratio of the far ﬁeld patterns between the sleeve monopole and the
windmill loop; (b) the relative phase between the sleeve monopole and the windmill loop in radians.
3.2. Polarization Estimation
Before the measurement, we verify the polarization estimation in the simulations following the procedure
in Section 2. Plane waves of both linear polarization and elliptical polarization are investigated. During
the estimation, the plane wave is on the θ = 90◦ plane, and the incident angle ϕ is unknown. The signal
to noised ratio (SNR) is set to 20 dB. The estimation results of tan γ for the linearly polarized plane
waves are shown in Table 1, compared with the corresponding real values. The estimated tan γ is very
close to the real values, especially at ϕ = 90◦ and ϕ = 180◦ planes. The accuracies at other angles are
also high enough for the polarization estimation. The phase diﬀerence η is either 0◦ or 180◦ , which can
be well estimated and has not been shown for the concise of the paper.
Table 1. Comparison between estimated and real amplitude ratio.
Real amplitude ratio
tan γ
ϕ = 0◦
Estimated
ϕ = 90◦
ϕ = 180◦
values
ϕ = 270◦

0

0.56

1.732

Inf.

0.07
0.01
0.01
0.07

0.50
0.56
0.57
0.52

1.69
1.74
1.75
1.69

140
144
160
174
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(b)

Figure 7. Comparison between the estimated and the real polarization information: (a) axial ratio;
(b) phase diﬀerence. Inset ﬁgure: the phase pattern of the sleeve monopole antennas.
The estimation results of the elliptically polarized plane waves, with diﬀerent axial ratios and phase
diﬀerences, are presented in Figs. 7(a) and (b), respectively. Axial ratios are estimated with the phase
diﬀerence being 60◦ , whereas the phase diﬀerences are estimated when the axis ratio is ﬁxed at 4. It is
seen that the axial ratios are well estimated at any incident angle, with a bit larger discrepancy when
the ratios become higher. The phase shift η is accurately estimated for ϕ = 180◦ and ϕ = 270◦ , whereas
a 10◦ discrepancy appears for ϕ = 0◦ and ϕ = 90◦ . This can be explained by the phase center shifting
of the monopole, as depicted in the inset of Fig. 7(b). In the simulations, the calibration is carried out
at the angle of ϕ = 150◦ , as its phase is close to the averaged phase. Since the phases of the monopole
at ϕ = 0◦ and ϕ = 90◦ deviate from that at ϕ = 150◦ , the accuracy of phase estimation deteriorates
at those angles. It is noted from Fig. 7(b) that the phase variation of the sleeve monopole is around
20◦ in total, and the estimation inaccuracy of the phase is only 10◦ . This is because the phase of the
incident wave does not vary linearly with the phase of the antenna, as given in Eq. (7). The estimation
accuracy can be improved when the phase pattern and the direction of arrival are known.
4. ANTENNA MEASUREMENT AND RESULTS
A prototype was fabricated (see Fig. 8) and then measured with Agilent N5221A network analyzer. The
loop antenna is directly connected with a 50 Ω SMA connector, whose pin and ﬂange are soldered with
the top and bottom strip lines, respectively. The lengths of the coaxial cables for the two antennas are
kept the same to eliminate the phase shift from the ports. To accommodate the measurement cable,
the SMA cable of the loop is bent a bit, which makes its connection to the bottom layer not exactly
at the center, resulting in a small deterioration of the cross polarization. The measured S-parameters
are plotted in Fig. 9. The two antennas maintain good impedance matching at 2.4 GHz, though the
resonant frequency of the loop antenna is shifted to higher band by around 100 MHz.
Before the polarization estimation experiment, the axial ratio of a commercially used WLAN
antenna, as shown in the inset of Fig. 11, was measured at the horizontal plane using horn antenna
HP970 in an anechoic chamber. An axial ratio of 15.6 dB is obtained. The measurement setups are
shown in Fig. 10. The distance between the antennas is set to 2 meters. The same horn antenna was then
used to calibrate the co-located antenna system at the angle of ϕ = 150◦ , as in the simulation. The
complex transmission coeﬃcients between the horn antenna and co-located antennas were measured
at 2.4 GHz when the horn antenna was horizontally and vertically placed, respectively. Afterwards,
the WLAN antenna was used as the transmitter, and the proposed co-located antenna system was
employed as the receiver (see the bottom picture in Fig. 10). The WLAN antenna is moved around the
co-located antennas so that diﬀerent incident angles from 0◦ to 180◦ are realized. The obtained complex
transmission coeﬃcients, together with the calibrated values, were processed according to Eq. (7) to
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Figure 8. Prototype of the co-located antenna
system for polarization estimation.

Figure 9. Measured S-parameters of the colocated antenna system. (Port 1: the sleeve
monopole; port 2: the windmill loop).

Figure 10. The antenna setup for measuring the
polarization information of the WLAN antenna.

Figure 11. Estimated axis ratios of the WLAN
antenna using the co-located antennas.

estimate the axial ratio. The estimated axial ratio in dB scale is presented in Fig. 11 for diﬀerent
incident angles. In general, the axial ratios were reasonably estimated. The variations are mainly due
to the asymmetrical structure of the co-located antennas and the existence of the cables. Besides, the
WLAN antenna might not be ideally omnidirectional, and the angle of the WLAN antenna facing the
co-located antennas is not always the same when its relative angle to the co-located antennas is changed.
This leads to axial ratio variations of the incident waves.
5. CONCLUSIONS
This work proposes a co-located antenna pair consisting of a windmill loop and a sleeve monopole
antenna. The antennas can be used for polarization estimation without pattern calibration, as they share
the same radiation pattern but orthogonal polarizations. The procedures of polarization estimation
have been described in the paper, taking into account the cross polarization of practical antennas. The
method has been validated using incident waves with linear and elliptical polarizations. The prototype
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of the co-located antenna pair was fabricated and used to estimate the polarization information of a
commercial WLAN antenna in an anechoic chamber. Good estimation accuracy has been achieved when
signals are from diﬀerent directions.
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